
Transfers in IP 

The transfer reconciliation tool embedded in the Transfers tab of the Institutional Plan (IP) was 
established to aid units with reconciling transfers between Planning Units. 

Features to Note: 

1. Layout 
a. Transfer Entry box: Transfers are sorted into three categories - Transfers Received, 

Transfers Sent and Transfers Internal.  
i. Transfers Received: This section represents transfers that a Planning Unit 

received from any other Planning Unit and should be entered as a positive 
number 

ii. Transfers Sent: This section represents transfers that a Planning Unit sent to any 
other Planning Unit and should be entered as a negative number 

iii. Transfers Internal: This section represents transfers that were used to 
send/receive funding within the Planning Unit (Transfers between Funding 
Sources) 

iv. Transfers Op/Non-Op:  This section represents transfer to/from non-operating 
v. There is a variance column in each of these sections that should be zero prior to 

submitting the Budget.  For Q2, a variance tolerance will be set before the cycle 
begins. It indicates the offsetting unit has confirmed the transfer on their end. 
 

b. Fund Transfers Summary section: The Reconciliation Summary represents a 
reconciliation between the FP and IP by funding source and ledger. Please note this 
section should contain no variances to ensure confirmed transfers on the transfer tab are 
correctly reflected in the FP by ledger and funding source.   

 

c. Ownership: Units must work in concert with each other to ensure transfers are confirmed.  
Ownership of new transfers resides with the debit side of the transfer.  

i. For example, if the credit side initiates a transfer, the transfer will appear in the 
debit side’s workbook, but the debit side will have the final signoff as to the 
dollar amount given, the ledger account and the planning unit destination. 
 

d. Contact Name: Units should identify a contact person (i.e. Lead Administrator, Business 
Ops Manager, YSS Analyst) for each transfer. A unit that initiates a transfer may identify 
‘John Brown’ as its point of contact from the offsetting Planning Unit, however, when the 
offsetting Planning Unit opens its workbook, they will see the person who initiated the 
transfer populated in their Contact Name field.  

 

 

 

 

 



Process Steps 

1. Initiating a new transfer:  
a. Before initiating a new transfer, please communicate with your offsetting unit regarding 

the purpose and nature of the transfer. This will avoid confusion during the transfer entry 
and transfer reconciliation process for all parties. 

b. To initiate a new transfer, please click on the link “<Add Transfer>” (in blue) in the 
applicable section (received, sent, internal or non-op). 

c. Please indicate the Funding source, Ledger Account, Transfer Amount, Offset (Planning 
Unit), Description, Transfer End Date and Contact Name. 

i. Account Grouping line will automatically populate when you have entered the 
Ledger Account. 

d. When all elements of your new transfer are entered, and you are ready to initiate a 
transfer, please click Save (it is not necessary to save after each transfer entry). 

e. If the transfer is with a different planning unit, this transfer will also appear in the 
offsetting target unit’s workbook upon opening, refreshing or saving.  

Items to note:  

a) If a unit initiates a transfer and it is incorrect (including an incorrect Offset Unit), please zero out 
the dollar amount for that particular transfer and create a new transfer. The zeroed out transfer will 
be removed from the tab automatically upon save. 

b) If a transfer is confirmed on both sides, and a Planning Unit makes a change to the dollar amount, 
the transfer will change and a variance will populate in the variance column until the new amount is 
confirmed (updated in the offsetting Planning Unit’s IP). 

2. Updating Fund Summary:  When a transfer is entered, it will populate in the offsetting units IP in 
the same ledger account AND fund summary.  If the funds are to be sent or received from another 
source in your financials, double click on the blue arrow as noted below to change the funding 
source.   

 


